A method for constructing regional 3D formation pressure based on logging data was established in this paper. It aims to deal with the problem that constructing regional 3D formation pressure in the block which is short of the seismic data or has poor quality of seismic data. To begin with, logging data and core data of drilled wells were collected. Making full use of the fine continuity and accurate resolving capability of logging data, we calculated the formation pressure of drilled wells based on the Eaton law. In addition, based on the concept of digital strata，the concept of formation matrix was put forward. What's more, formation matrix of the aimed layer group was built by making use of the drilled well formation pressure based on the epitaxial transfer algorithm. Finally, we realized the description of the regional 3D formation pressure. To verify the reliability of the method, one drilled well formation pressure was derived from the 3D formation pressure. It is compared with the pressure interpreted by the logging data. The maximum error is less than 5%. Finally, by using the visible language, the software of describing 3D formation pressure was developed. And it is conductive to drilling engineer to predict formation pressure which can provide the basis for the casing design and the selection of the drilling fluid density.
Introduction
Results of geological study on the Niudong block of Qinghai oilfield indicated that there are many folds and fault zones in the block, which made it difficult to predict the formation pressure. The vague understanding of the formation pressure caused many complex situations or drilling risks. The conventional simple one-dimensional pressure prediction result has been very difficult to meet the needs of drilling engineering. Analysis of 3D regional formation pressure should be studied in order to improve the prediction accuracy of the formation pressure. There have been many 3D formation pressure prediction methods which include logging constrained seismic inversion method, one point hypothesis and spatial interpolation algorithm [1] [2] [3] .However these methods are all based on the seismic data. If the block is lack of seismic data or the quality of seismic data is poor, the calculation accuracy of 3D formation pressure based on seismic data is difficult to guarantee. With the development of block, we can obtain more and more data of the drilled wells such as logging, core data and well history information, etc. However the method for constructing the 3D formation pressure based on logging data has yet been put forward. In this paper, a new method was proposed. The spatial distribution of 3D formation pressure is more clearly understood by this method.
2 The algorithm of 3D formation pressure 2.1 Theoretical basis of the algorithm
Formation pressure calculation model
The prediction methods of formation pressure were summarized and classified. These methods can be classified into three categories according to the order of drilling time: pressure prediction before drilling, pressure monitoring while drilling and pressure detection after drilling. They can also be divided into three categories based on different sources of data: the pressure prediction based on seismic data, the pressure monitoring by PWD and pressure detection using the logging data. Since then, many pressure calculation model had been established, such as Eaton law [4] 、Dutta law [5] and Fillippone law [6] .The pressure calculation model should be chosen to fit the characteristics of geologic characteristics of the block.
The formation pressure of drilled wells was calculated by different prediction models. Then the calculated results and measured pressures were compared. Finally we found that the simple Eaton method was suitable for predicting formation pressure in this block.
The concept of formation matrix
The digital formation is a comprehensive research system which is gradually developed with the research of the 3D digital GIS [7] , geological modeling [8] and 3D visualization in drilling operations [9] . In order to realize the scientific management and application of the digital formation, this paper puts forward the concept of the formation matrix.
The formation matrix consists of the space position matrix and the geological attribute parameter matrix of the strata (as shown in Figure 1 ). Under the Cartesian coordinates, the formation matrix consists of four matrices: X ,Y , Z , P which respectively represent x position matrix, y position matrix, z position matrix and attribute parameter matrix. The description of 3D formation pressure was transformed into the construction of formation matrix.
Figure 1. Formation matrix

Realization of algorithm
The deployment of virtual wells
The purpose of stratigraphic grid is to arrange the virtual wells in the block. Based on the well pattern in the plane, the X and Y directions are divided into grid number of X N , Y N which respectively indicate the density of virtual well pattern in the two directions. The Z directions are divided into grid number H N which represents as the discrete point density of formation pressure along the vertical well depth. The density of virtual wells increases with the increase of the mesh numbers. And the matrix of the formation pressure increases with the increase of the density of virtual wells. The greater the formation matrix, the accuracy of 3D formation pressure is higher. Then the ( ) 
Formation pressure calculation of virtual well
Theory and practice have proved that [10] in the same geological stratum under the same deposition conditions it should produce the same interpretation results of lithology, seismic or logging. So the formation pressure of the layer group in the block is correlated. In the paper [11] , based on the drilled well logging data, the epitaxial transfer algorithm was established to calculate the target well formation pressure in the same layer group.
Assuming that this block has been drilled N wells, and the location coordinates of the x-th drilled
There are m discrete points of formation pressure of the x-th drilled well in the i-th layer group. The corresponding formation matrix is:
If the location coordinates of the target of well is  
O O X ,Y , according to epitaxial transfer algorithm the formation pressure of the x-th drilled well in the i-th layer group were transplanted to the target well: 
The t which is called the weighted exponent is a constant greater than 0. All of the drilled well formation pressures in the i-th layer group were transplanted to the target well. Finally we got the formation pressure matrix of the target well:
According to the method established above, the formation matrix of all of the virtual wells in the block can be set up. The space position matrix 
Visualization software of 3D formation pressure
Based on the above algorithm and visible language [12] [13] [14] [15] , the visualization software of building the 3D formation pressure was programmed by MATLAB. We can obtain four results through the software: ① 3D formation pressure of the target layer group in the block. ② Two-dimensional transverse distribution of formation pressure at a depth. ③ Two-dimensional longitudinal formation pressure profile of the well. ④Formation pressure profile along the trajectory of directional well.
Example
In order to verify the reliability of the method and the software, this paper regarded the Niudong block of Qinghai Oilfield as the target area. There have been five drilled wells in the block. Firstly, the logging data and core data of the five drilled wells were collected. We chose N1 as the target well and the rest four wells N102，N2，N104，N1-2-10 as the drilled adjacent wells. The well deployment diagram is shown in Figure 3 . The ups and downs of the target layer group are shown in Table 1 . The target well formation pressure can be gotten based on the method established above. The maximum error between the transplantation pressure with the logging test pressure is 4.2%. This shows that the algorithm proposed in this paper meets the requirements of engineering. In the same way, we can get the formation pressure of any one of the virtual wells in the block. Table 2 .The maximum error is less than 5%. The accuracy of this method can meet the engineering requirement. We can obtain more accurate space distribution of regional formation pressure by this method. This is conductive to drilling engineer to predict pore pressure which can provide the basis for the casing design and the selection of the drilling fluid density. 
Conclusions
(1)The concept of formation matrix was put forward. The description of 3D formation pressure was transformed into the construction of formation matrix. A method for constructing regional formation pressure based on the drilled wells logging data was established. The 3D formation pressure was constructed layer by layer by using this method.
(2)The visualization software of 3D formation pressure was programmed. By this software, the regional formation pressure can be displayed layer by layer, rotated or displayed in arbitrary cutting section, etc. This is conductive to drilling engineer to predict pore pressure which can provide the basis for the casing design and the selection of the drilling fluid density.
